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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The pUI'pose .or the following paper is to present a
study or the occurrence and significance

or symbolism in the

novels bangling Man and The Victim by Saul Bellow.
The main body of the paper is organized into the following chapters: Chapter Two, "A Critical Review of Bellow's
Fiction," presenting a review of general criticism of Bel·
low's work; Chapter Three,

~Symbols

in Dangling Man and

The Victim, 11 which includes an expianation ct the term
symbolism as used in this paper, a critical review of the
.two novels ·under study, and an identification of symbols in
context and interpretation and analysis of the

sig~ifioance

or these symbols in relation to the theme of each work; and
: Chapter Four, "Conclusions, 11 which presents a review of
conclusions reached.
Bibliographical references used in search of seoondary sources have bee~ T!le Annual Bibliography 'of English
Language and Literature, Book Review.Digest, Books in !'rint.
Essay and General Literature Index, MLA Bibliosraph?. and
Reader 1 s Guide to Periodical Literatµre.

Major secondary

sources used tor Chapter Two have been Alfred Kazin 1 s
"The World of Saul. Bellow, 11 Robert R. Dutton's Saul Bellow,
Keith Opdahl 1 s The Novels or Saul Bellow:
1

An

Introductfon 1

2

and Bellow's.essay "Distractions of a Fiction Writer."
'While the content ·of Chapter Three is largely original,
·_important secondary sources for that chapter have been
'

J.E. _Cirlot's A Dictionary of Symbols and· Irving Malin's
"Seven: Images," 'in.
Saul Bellow and .the Critics. Important
.
supplementary sources ror the entire paper, in addition to
the secondary sources listed above, have been Peter De Vries'
review of Dangling Man, published in Book Week; Diana

i·

Trilling's reviews of Dangling Man and The Victim, published
in The Nation; Alfred Kazin 1 s "Midtown and the Village,"
published in Harper's Magazine; John W. Aldridge 1 s In Search
of Heresy: American Literature in an Age of Conformity; and
Ihab Hassan 1 s Radical Innocence. While previous studies have
dealt with symbolism in various other fiction works by Bellow,
no such study has been made of Dangling Man and The Victim.
The study of symbolism in any work enhances the ·
understanding or that work in that there will occur within
the context of plot certain objects, actions, or images
\
which mean more than themselves.\ Unless a work is allegor'
ical, that which is termed a symbol has, 'of course, a literal
meaning: it is .an

~]Jject,'_

action, condition,'\or event in the

,.,.

physicEil world of the works with a function or.purpose of
. its own; distinguished from the necessity to be anything
more than that which it physically is.
Yet, as'Cirlot states with regard to symbols,
"Nothing is meaningless or neutral: everything is significant.

Nothing .is independent, everything is in some way

i..

..

.

3

related· to· something els·e. 111

That object or event or

condition cir action does function in a context.

As a literal,

physical entity it influences or affects the physical world
·.in "which ·it operates.

As a representative

or 'symbolic entity

it projects additional,. non-literal
meaning into a literal,
u

"

physica1 situation.
The benefit of a symbol is that it

11

suggesi:&J. • •
more thoughts and feelings than we could state; tor it we
" .

the unstatable impl~cations--explicit and implicit--indicated

.

..

.

stated as many as we ·could • • • some would be left over and
some· would remain unstatable. 11 2· A symbol brings with it all

'

by both the traditional meanings ot that symbol and the

...

"' ' .

A study ot any work

context in which the symbol appears.

\

considers plot and characters in term,s
significance--in terms ot theme.

"
<

ot:

meaning, purpose,

A study ot symbolism in a·

. ,.

'I

. ··1 ·
·, '!

''

·work attempts to further clarify the. significance ot plot
and characters,· attempts to tu'rther enhance the under~t

standing

theme through· identification of symbols with

L

j

'

'

j

j

• '/ :
J

1

"-J

!'

.J

which "we associate
.
. .many
,
. other activities and attitudes,.
-

'

'
j'

which we. can feel more e·asily than explain. 11 3

'

'>I

rn· the

i

following paper the term smbol has been

i
'

"

!

. 1.J·.E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, trans. Jack
Sage (New York: Philosophio~l Library, 1962), P• xxxvi.
· 2william York Tindall, Th,e Literarv S:ymbol
(Bloomlng~on: Indiana University Press, 1967), P• 6 •..

!
i

;

'

4

l

j
'

,'1

: '•"3Tind!ill, p:•. 9.
....

'....
:

1, '

f"':

,·~ l'. -~· .

·.

'

..

'

.,

. I

''.

-:

.

\'.

..)

....

\

'

·'

I
;

\

<

: 'l

I

'

"'

... -

.

defined as· an objeo·t or an· image (group of objects, events,
situations, conditions) which miikes reference to, stands for,
means,, or represents ~'some,thing 11 --an ~ttitude, a philosophy,
an emotion--in· addition to its literal meaning.

The signif-

icant symbols in Dangling Man and T!1e Victim occur as images".
rather than

·~

'

as

individual objects.

,__.

'

,

·'

'

Chapter 2
~

..

GRITIGAL·RE'IIEW OF BELLOW'S FICTION
.I

'·..

. ·Chapter Two pre.sents a critical review or the fiction .
works of Saul Bellow • . The chapt er is\ divided into the
1
following sections: (a) a review' or the critical evaluation

·-, .

of.the philosophy of Bellow as depicted in his work, (b) an
. .
.
: .. ···. .
.
'\
analysis.of the function of the writer as critics ·discern
.

this function through Bellow's work, and (c) a critical
evaluation.of Bellow's protagonist as universal man.
The ·purpose .ot this chapter is to provide a background upon which to base the study of specific symbols in
Dangling Man and The Victim.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF BELLOW
Saul Bellow, .American novelist, short story writer,
and essayist born in Canada in 1915 has been for nearly two
decades one of ..America's most prominent "intellectual"

.. . I•

writers. · Bellow•'s fiction concerns a range or human dilemma,,
with the consciousness of his characters always·centering in
the question of fate and of .man's relationship to that fate--·
1

1

the 'why s". of' fatEI• .the adjustment or oneself' to this fate
as the only means _to r.eal .life, the quest.ion oi' "whether the·

,,I
. !-

'i
"·j

..'

d.
1•

~

axial, l~J;les (of nec~ssi ty and progression· of lite] that we see,

..

., ..

...
'j,_,,.'

.,

.

r!

.

'

--1'

.,

'

'

'· ' ; " ;

:

~

.

. '•

'•

...

'.,

'•··

.,

·.'

'

6
• • • are what fate !ll!.!! to draw • • •. , 114. and the recognition "that fate itself is character. 11.5

To Bellow :man can-

not be free fro:rn.this fate: true life for :man is this rate in
a 11 i"t s IIunopposabl. e, II undeniable uncertainties. "Each indi-'
vidual :must forge his self and find his essence out of
I•

senseiess circu:rnstances and meaningless limitations. 0 16
In Bellow's vision, however, fate is defined not so
:much as destiny dr.fortune as it is defined as culture or
past~

·This fate or culture or past establishes "the shaping

force or he.redity and· social circumstances upon man, the· isolation and burden or human lire, the natural ruins of time,
and the.continuity or hu:rnan history."(
reco~ize

Therefore man :must

the.necessity for living not against fate but with

,j
·;'
,j

i

J

·I·

fate. 8

The acceptance and understanding of fate or past dis-

closes itself in Bellow's characters in a "speculative quest,·
a need. ·to understand their peculiar destiny within the

i

,j
!
1
I

A

general proble:rn 9f human de.stiny. 119

;j

I

Yet man is Bellow's chief concern: man striving to
find or make his place in the· natural order, man adapting to
1

4Alfred Kazin, "The World of Saul Bellow," Contemporaries (Boston: .Little, Brown and Co., 1962), PP• 218-2190
· 5Kazin, p. 220.
6Chester E~ Eisinger, Fiction of the Forties
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963), P• 309 •
. 7Edward Schwartz, "A Modern Man," The New Republic,
XLII (December 31 · 1956), 20-21 o
8Kazi;n, p. 220. ·
' 9iiz:i.n~ 'p. 218.

7
of fate and thereby freeing himself to bo

the inevitabilit~es

·j

'

;

'.

· man, man in every step of his progression toward fulfillment

,.

within his fate.
,'

'

I!
: I

'

"His protagonist is invariably an Everyman

whose primary function. is to embody the progress of a state
of.mind •• ·• •111 0 ·

Man

is "the vital center" in· Bellow's

perc.eption of the· universe: "He is concerned with man alive·
• • .; (and] •.• · • finds the essentials of human experience in
human beings.seeking themselves and seeking love. 1111
And while man must, perhaps, learn to live "not

I ,,
,,

against but with fate," while culture exerts its influences,

j-~·

while society collectively may be an aspect of fate histor-

',}'

''

ically, while society or culture and mankind may be equated,
society or culture or rate end individual man may not be so
j

equated.

Fate is something more than culture.

Fate is
:'

beyondo ·Man, in his acceptance Of fate, must yet .find him'
\
self alienated from his culture, from society; man must
realize that "self-realization" demands as its price "alienation from the· culture • • • • n12 · Indeed through plot and
situation "• •• Bellow's heroes. are strikingly free. from
iiociety).. '.113 · Aspects of society, as Joseplr 1 s draft board in
10Robert R. Dutton, Saul Bellow (Ne~ York: Twayno
Publishers, Inc.~ 1971 ), P• 141.
11

Bellow, ". Accent, XXXVII

(Summer, 1958), 202-203.
12Eisiriger, Fiction of the Forties, P•. 30B.

13Keith M. Opd8hl, The Novels of Saul Bellow: An·
Introduction (University P9.l'kS Pennsylvania State Univer11~ty
Press, 1967), P• 1 ()~ ·.
.',
.,.I'-

'

'I.

''

'

'•
~"'

'

11 Chester E. Eisinger,

;

,.

!

'

8
Dangling

Man

or employers who will not employ Asa Leventhal

in The Victim, cause Bellow's protagonists to be placed "out-

side of the U:aual

so~ial co~text. 11 14

And to Bellow it'is man

individual,· ·man in ·relation to hims el!' and to other men as
individuals, man in self-discovery, which is of importance.
.Bellow is. concerned with the problems or "the indi-

·. il
'. . j'

•

. i

vidual versus society and the individual in self con!'lict 11 ;15

.I

and the.se two types or conflict, between man and society and
man and self, are not unrelated.

·I
I

I

Yet man is of supreme impor-

:'\
j

tance. · Man, to Bellow, is, in the general scheme of things,

.I

above society, fate, the past, because man in Bellow's world

~

I

. j

la existential; man is reap·onsible for his situation, his.

'J

conflicts, and his prob.lams: "But lh.~ is also regarded as
capable of altering those conditions, whether or not~e i~
aware .of these r~aponsibili ties· and powers • 1116 Man must

...I
.~

accept limitationa--both,phyaical and psychological--impoaed
upon him by society, culture, past, by his personal

histor~

and by self; but man may become more than his culture, history, or selr. 1 7 Man can, indeed must, extend beyond the
limitations imposed by his history and achieve a true realization of

selr~-become,

in other words, truly human.
11

protagonists know that self

Bellow's

1a capable or godlike reason:, its

140pdahl, P• 10.
... 15Dutton, P• 13.
· 16Dutton,. P• 139.
· 1 7Putton J>• 152.
. ..

'- ' 1

.I

\

I

., I

•:

i

'!
;

...

'

'\

/'

.:
·.' \ ·1

:

.

..

·,

-;

9
faculty of imagination is boundless ••

I

I

1118

They also

lmow tha·t realization of self is not an easy task, that
"sel.f is also.capable.of unbelievable stupidities, inane
act.ions,. 'and 'romantic nonsense , , • , 11 19

Yet man triumphant

or mari. defeated,·man in realization or man in ignorance of

.,•,

his powers of self•determination is to Bellow of supreme
import'ance.
Some men of' Bellow 1.s world never realize their "human
possibilities, 11 as Joseph in Dangling Man and Asa in The
Victim, who never recognize their capability for changing
and resisting.those forces which create for them their human conflicts. 20 Never realizing their possibilities, never
resisting these, to them, irresistible forces of history,
culture, fate, they never achieve full self-realization,

..

never become· truly human.

Augl.e of The Adventures of Aur:ie

'. l

March and.Tommy Wilhelm of Seize the Day:, however, progress

.,

somewhat further in the realm of self-realization: they learn

'I

'i

·l

'

that there. is dignit-y: in their human condition; even as they
are not able. themselves to make their human condition reach

!.

the heights for which they would hope, they are aware that

.;

man--in.his potential for all things, in his potential for
becoming true man--maintains a.dignity without which all
men would be less ·than human.21

18Dutton, P• 14.
19nutton,. P• 14.
20nutton, p. 139.
.

21Dutton, I?· 139.
.

", \

lil,llllan worth is in man.'s

Ii

10

potential, not necessarily in his "success."
and Tonnny recognize.

And this Augie

The title characters of Henderson the

Rain King and Herzog are able to complete the cycle of selfl'ealization.

!

)

Eugene Henderson and Moses Herzog "achieve a

clear illumination of their human condition.

!

Both Henderson

and Herzog attain new lives on the power of that awareness. 11 22
They not only recognize man's inherent potential, man's dignity, man's humanity, they themselves (unlike Joseph or Asa,
.,

unlike ToI1111IY or Augie) are able to fulfill their human

}

potential of self-direction and self-determination.

And

.

·I

J
I

finally Artur Sannnler in Mr.

Sannnler 1 s

,-i

Planet exercises his

.

I

'J

realization that "neither man nor his civilizations need be

:.I

swept away by monstrous forces, for man creates those forces

.!

right to self-determination and self-direction upon his

I

j

'

Ij'

and he can control them by turning inwardly, to the depths of
self, • • • • 11 23

Thus mankind in Bellow's world is man in

'•

l:

all his variations, at all his levels of both awru:•eness and
ignorance of his human potential, in all his individual ability or inability to control his fate, in all

th~

lI

possible

!

j

"discrepancy between human aspiration and human achievement." 24

.I

He is yet man, superior to society, to past, to fate, to
culture, superior to all but God and the angels: he is man
the subangelic.

Bellow himself says, "• •

•

i

:. ·I .
' l

' {

men might be

j
·. l ,{

22Dutton, p. 139.
23Dutton, P• 163.
. 2 40pdahl, P•

.
!

i
i

i

! . :

r '!'
•i

S.

'

·"

11

.,'

godlike but he is wretched • • • 11 ; yet Bellow presents not

I

J;

"man

Wretched by.nature" but "man in the image of God, man a

little lower than the angels \i>ut] impotent • • • • 1125
'

or
i

'

wretched me.ri not a great deal is to be expected, but of man

{
u'

·the ~ubangelio, man the impotent angel should be expected

,

humanity,:dignity,· self-realization and self-determination.
::1
'I

I

THE WRITffi

.J

•J

'"·

As the individual must alienate himself from society
.. ,,

r

and past in''order to ach,ieve self-realization despite that

:1
'

l

'i

I

J

'society, despite that past, so must the writer, in order to

l

,/

defend the individual

i~

l

his expression against and his alien-

''
!'

ation from society, "set himself against the society around
him, 11 26

1.

I

Yet the wri.ter 1 s alienation from his society and

'

I

I

from his past, as the individual 1 s alienation, is ll.Q.l an

j'

alienation and estrangement from man.

I

I

This alienation results

,'i

not from a rejection of man; indeed the writer is, in all

,j

1
•l

likelihood, "working,, bitterly working, in an effort to meet

.·:

·1··

his brothers of the·. office and f'actory sympathetically • • • •
'He is lit.erally a brother and comes out of the same mass. 112 7
:r'he rejection .is a reJection of the 11oppress\ve and stulti-

/'

fying • • • [forces] of. alienation and distraction • • • and

.. 25Saul Bellow, "Distractions of a Fiction Writer, 11
The Living Novel: A Symposium, ed. Granville ~icks (New Yorkl
Macmillan. _co., 1957), P• 14 •
.26Eisinger, Fiction of the Fortie~, PP• 341-342.
27Bellow · "Distractions of a Fiction Writer, 11 P• 1 o.

'·

' '

''

12
~h~ confusing jungle of distorted aims and values.n28

It

is a rejection of those limitations which prevent man from
, L

I

achieving a·true realization of his hUJ11an potential, a true

i

i
I

,

realization of self.

'

I

Bellow has been described by some critics as a "typ-

. ·1'

-!

ical"_ American i;iaturalist, butg according to Alfred Kazin,

I

Bellow 1 s novelistic endeavor is distinctly individual nin

!

style,

'

intel1igence, in the anguish of its
feeling and the conscious bUffoonery of its wit, 1129 indiin_~peculative

vidual to the extent that "the various cultu:t'al labels that
come with him---the Chicagoan, the Jew, the one-time anthropologist~-figure: more

as themes in his work mo:t'e

~i9

than

they explain
him. nJO.
' .
~

However in his celeb:t'ation of life and of man in
I

?:ife, ;n his expres13ion of man's "overwhelming need for love
and the joy in life • • • 11 Bellow does exl"\ibit elements of
Hasidism. 11 31

And while individual man is of supreme impor•·-;•:: ~

tance, all men are of supreme importance, as Asa Leventhal
affirms when he decides that he is his brothe:t' 1 s keeper.

The

Hasid would agree that a basic element of Hasidism is the
code "which binds one·man to another ·in a relationship of
love and responsibility," and that while pain and

11

. 28:putton, p. 152.
?9Kazin, P• 217.
30Kazin, . ~ •. 21 7.

31Ei.s~nger, Fiction of the Forties, P• 343•

·'·

1ntolerable

'!
.,i
'
''

13
suffering 11 are necessary and.inevitable in man's existence,
man can and.does endure. thi.s suffering
and learn "that 'the
.
heartbea.t of life is holy joy. 111 32
expression of this

1

holy. joy• is

I'

Certainly one means of.

~ove

of one's fellow man,

not only . on"the
.· . part of the protagonist but on the part of
'•

the wr{tor· himself. ·For example, Augie March's love for man
is evidenced in his "objective ability to see all sides of a
pers?n • • • his generous acceptance of people for what they
are • .•• his ability to see the good in people."33

·j

Also

'l

Bellow believe~· that ·in writing (as well as in all other·
aspects of life one might presume)

11

1

ii

this caring or believing

l

or love alone matters • . All the rest, obsolescence, histori-

··I

i

cal views, ~anners,· agreed viewsl of the Universe, is simply
nonsense and trash. 11

He .continues. that, "If we don 1 t • • •

immediately care, .tren perish books .both old· and new, and
\

,/

0

novelis ts • • • • If we do care, if we believe in the existence
of others, then what we write is necessary."34
Thus Bellow• as does the Hasid within certain limitations imposed by metaphysical determinism, recognizes man's
potential superiority to these .external forces of past and
society, man's intrinsic worth simply because he is a human
being,. man's potential ability to not only exist in that
naturalistic universe but to truly live there.

:

.

..

32Eisinger, Fiction of the Forties, P• 343.

.

33Dutton,
.
. PP• 53-54.
.34Bellow, "Distractions or a Fiction Writer," P• 20.

i

·1

'.

THE PROTAGONIST AS UNIVERSAL MAN
vlhile Saul Bellow is considered by nearly all critics

.i

. J

to be ·a novelist of great importance and merit, there can be
.seen a variance ·or opinion concerning the degree to which he

/ l
!

has .achieved his.potential for greatness.

He has been called
variou.sly '!.America 1 s most important living novelist 11 3.5
(in 1968), a

writ~r·who'se

~ ·A·t

'!

I

.

,.j.

i

·1

i

'

·1'

I

works, according to a consensus of

i'

J

critics "represent the ~ontemporary American novel at its
best u3 6 (in 1971), and by Opdahl (in 1967) an author who

I

j
'

"has so fa.I' answered· almost no one's idea of the great
novelist and everyone's idea of the potentially great
novelist. 11 31 ·There is, however, agreement as to one important aspect ·of Bellow's vision: this vision is representative of his times, this vision portrays our time, our cul!

\

ture's problems, deficiencies, and unfu],filled expectations.
He is, as ·c1ayton says, "a spokesman for our.culture • • •
~o~ing)where ·we're at • •

•

•

11

38

'

'

Readers a.'\d critics alike

recogniz.e and identify with his search for answers to Twen•
tieth Century man's plight; Bellow "creates in his present
1139
readers .a deeply personal response
g

•

•

•

3.5John J. Clayton, Saul Bellow: In Defense of Man
(Bloomington: Indiana·University Press, 1968), P• 3,
36Dutton, P• i,53.
370pdahl, pit 3.

p. 3.
'
39opciahi, j». '3 ..
38c1ayton,

,.

.

·,I

.

15
In Bollow's protagonists--and in his antagonists--one

recognizes Everyman, .the self; so do the characters (at any
.

.

rate the protagonists) of Bellow's novels exhibit a recog•
nition that they are not separate from, not different from,

·1

aJ.l other humanity, but that they are microcosmic of humanity.·

,"l

I

I

'I

l
j

Whether consciously o·r unconsciously, Bellow 1 s protagonists

'

·1

transpose their individual problems into humanity's problems:

r

.,I

rnstead.of living in the here-and-now, the
protagonis·t transmutes living reaJ.i ty into philosophicaJ. problems which he can handle in verbaJ.
forin_. In· particular, £!m. ! worthy? becomes .!§. Man
worthy?40 .
.

I
·:

I
.j
•\

j

The glorification of the individual as Everyman is
interpreted as_ a rejection by Bellow of the philosophy which

j

·I

considers·man's life, rium's values, man's humanity to be
vaJ.ueless in modern society; Bellow and his protagonists are

. '
,j

j

anti-nihilistic. · Mankind is of value, the individuaJ. .and the

i
i
i

self.are of value; and the individual, through recognizing the

'

positive force which is self, is capable of creating for himself a life which has meaning and purpose in terms of both
himself and his fellow man.41
·Bellow's view that the problems, complexities, uncertainties, defeats, gropings, searchings, and smaJ.l victories
which comprise such a largo segment of the lives of his protagonists, are representative of the struggles of aJ.l men
is seemingly evidenced by a consensus of opinion, according
40c1e.yton~ p~

235.

41c1ayton, P.• ~35.

'·

'

'
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to Opdahl, that the vision of the novel, the scope of tho
artistic imaginatiqn, does not extend beyond the vision, the
imagination of the protagonis·t.
find it: possible ·t~

11

As the protagonist does not

break out of himself • • • 11 so is the

novel thus limited in.vision in.that "the mind of the protago~ist . ii! ·that
of the nove1. 11 42 Bellow's art then is
.
subjective..and individual rather than objective or social,
~

unconscious. rather than ·conscious or willful.

In his work

the.
structural
requirements
for
creation of a unified, whole
. .
.
.
.
- ..
.
.
~

work often are.made
to the 11 individual
scene. 11 43
. . . .secondary
.
.
~e.t Opdahl, and others~ explain if not defend Bellow's
;

~

conflict of vision by pointing to an analogy between this
conflict and "a larger conflict in our society 11 :44 the conflict of - political
versus personal
problems, the social var.
.
sus the.. psychological,·
the public self versus the private
.
~elf,

the problem of victory or defeat, the problem of com-

promise and compensation for all men forced to exist among
other men, forced to fwiction among forces created by'mankind 1 s cul tur.e. 45
Within this subjective art with its subjective protagonist and its subjective vision, Bellow has been criticized by some for his absence of detachment, his too-close
identification with his protag.onist.

420pdahl~ P• 7.
430pdah1, P• 7.
44. Opdahl, p. 8 •
450pdahl, . p. 8.

Ir the vision, the
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philosophy, of the protagonist is not always -Bellow's vision,
.

.

Bellow's philosophy,
the emotion.of the protagonist is
.
..
Bellow's emotion. On the other hand, other critics have complained. that Bellow is too detacheq, too aloof, not close
enough to his protagonists.

According to Opdahl. again, this

detachment is intentional: Bellow. 11 sea:rcbps) for distance from

.,

~he s~ffie:ing in his.fiction.

1

He[bring~ his heroes into ever

j

!

closer contact with pain at the same. time that he [seeki:!J to
temper .its: immediacy. 11 46
Bellow's.protagonists--those universal men--have, as

.j
i

well, received criticism in the negative, especially the protagonists of the earlier works.

One of the major criticisms

or Bellow's.work is the employment of the
onist.

11

boyish 11 protag-

Opde.hl reports Norman Mailer's criticism that until

i

.;;
1.

·Eugene Henderson (Henderson the Rain King) Bellow's heroes
11

had not

the lust to struggle with the history about them. 11 47

Kazin finds Bellow's earlier protagonists

11

I

!

gray, urban and dim,

specters • • • j!mable to] put up much of a fight • • • almost
too easily put upon, not merely impotent but not even desirous
of battle, "gi~n~ up to life a little too eloquently • • •
not struggl~n~ enough With the angel before crying out in
reverence and submission • • • • 1148 In other.words the
earlier novels are lacking in "someone big enough to fight
,

:46 0pdahl, PP• 71 .18 •.
·'

470pdahl, P• 13.
48Kazi.n, p ~ 221 •

1

.,

..

'
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Bv
~ th o ti mo o f tl1e apponrlllloe o.f 1~ion d arson t h e

'th li'fe. 11 49

Wl.

Rain King, the protagonist has developed to the extent that
"the possible testing of himself against life offers new
possibilities," although the criticism is yet leveled that
Henderson as.well as Tonnny Wilhelm of Seize the Day submit to
fate too quiokly.50
.

\

Thia absence of "action," tho protag-

I .

1

onist a failure to act, causes the novel to beccime not a"ctions
initiated by_ the prot.agonist "because of !:!h.Q. he is, but a
series of disclgaures, as at a paychoa.nalyst 1 s, designed to
afford him the knowledge th.at m~y heo.i him. 11 51

Again as in

the case of the protagonist's mind, the protagonist's vision
has become the ·vision of the novel •.

\

Finiilly, the protagonists of Herzog and Mr. SBI!!!!ller·1.s
Planet a.re able- to reach a position of action: they become,
eventually, not.merely a.ware of the hwnan situation; they
achieve the potential of self-direction of which, Bellow
believes, all men are capable.52
Thus critics agree that Saul Bellow presents the existentialistic view of man as

capab~e,

within his individual

and social past, of self-determination in terms of himself
and his fellow man:..

Critics also seem largely to agree that •

Bellow's earlier protagonists are existentiB.listically

49Kazin, p.

,.,

222~

50Kazin, P• 222.
510pdah1· P• 13 •
.52nutton, PP• 139. 159, 163.
,.
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impotent, but that later protagonists do reach their human
'

potential or not only selr-understanding but or selrrealization.

The critics agree as well that Bellow has been

one of.Western literature's most important writers and will
so continue to be·.

.j
I
J

I

"

''

Chapter 3
SYMBOLS IN DANGLING Milli illiD THE VICTIM

Chapter Three presents a definition and discussion
of symbolism, a brief sunnnary and analysis of Dangling Man
and The Victim, and

.an

identification and interpretive

discussion
of. the significant symbols, in context, in the
. ..
two novels.;

Major symbols idmtified and discussed are the

prison 1mage, the ·weather .linage, the color image, the blood
.image, and the light image,
A DEFINITION OF SYMBOLISM

In the study of symbolism in any work,. one may

identify two distinct although related types of symbols:
that which might be called an object symbol and that which
might be called an image syinbol,

When an object symbol

occurs, a specific object represents a specific emotion,
attitude, belief, or set. of beliefs, as when a rose is said
to symbolize perfection or love, or when the color black is
said to 11mean 11 death or evil.

With the occurrence of the

image ... symbol an object or series of objects, an action or
series of actions, an event or series of events reflects or
represents a "larger," more complex, more extensive
abstraction, as when an ocean voyage is said to symbolize
lifel or when weather is.said to be representative ot
20

21

or rei'lejctive·of the st.ate of man's mind or heart or so.ul.·
These object symbols and image symbols may, of course,
appear in a work in various combinations.

An

object or an

imago "symbol
may appear, alone or in juxtaposition with others
. .. ' .
of its kind.· An object symbol may represent another object
. through its physical similarity with that object; which in
turn ·has_ its own symbolic meaning, as when dark spots upon
i

.;

the ground are said to represent, because .of physical

'

appearance, blood, which may itself represent death, purge,

1

';

Crucifixion, redemption, etc.

More frequently, however,

objects and images function simultaneously and concurrently,
perhaps with several individual objects ultimately comprising
an image.symbol, as when clouds, sunlight, and rain all
function individually as well as in union to create a weather
image· symbol.

And of course a literary work--a novel, a poem,

a play--may be said to, as a unified whole, create an image
symbol of-the state of the universe, of the state of mankind.
Any symbol, from a single graphic sign to the most
complex·of image symbols, may exist on various levels of reality. According to Cirlot one considers first, the physical
"object"; second, the object with its "utilitarian function";
third--particularly true for the artistic symbol--the "'symbolic. function' • • • the dynamic tendency of the object to
link up with its corresponding equivalents in all analogous
series. ii53. It i·s of course this "symbolic function,

11

these

. 53~.E~ Cirlot, A Dictionary of S~bols, trans. Jack
Sage (New York: Philosophical Library, 19 2), P• xxxvi.· .
'.
. ,.
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"correspondin~

equivalents" with which a study or symbolism

in a part_icular_ work primarily concerns itself.
·Bellow himself, in a somewhat incisive essay entitled
"Deep Readers cir the World, Beware I"

discounts much of the

current· pre-occupation with symbols.

Warning against .

attaching symbolic meaning pa.rticu1arly to isolated objects,
he says, "Are_ we to .attach meaning to whatever is grazed by
the writer? •• ·• A true symbol is substantial, not accidental.
You cannot avoid it, you cannot remove it. 11 54 Bellow
believes that the modern reader, indeed modern man, in his

·'

insistence upon :finding "everything" to be symbolic, is more
concerned with meaning, with the intellectual, and less con.

• -

!

.

earned with feeling, with the emi:>tionri:l., than· he.ought to
be.

?-leanings isolated from human emotion are cold.

But com-

binedp meaning· and emotion create human actio~, human reaction,_,·
which shou1d be our major concern both as readers and as
humans.

As Bellow states," We need to see how human beings

act a:fter they have appropriated or assimilated the meanings.
Meanings themselves are a dime a dozen. u55

It wou1d· seem

then that Bellow would prefer a study of the image symbol as

,

· opposed to the object symbol, the symbol of feeling as opposed
to the symbol of the senses or the intellect, as a mearis of
attempting to understand the individual human being--human-

.•'

kind--through a work o:t; art.

54saui Bellow, "Deep Readers of the World, Bewarel"
Literary Symbolism, ed. Maurice Beebe (Belmont, California:
Wadsworth Publishing, Co., 196Q), PP• 5-6.

"
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.An-examination of significant symbols to be found in
Danp;ling Man and The Victim will follow a brief summary and ·
analysis of the two works.

A SUMMARY OF DANGLING MAN AND THE VICTIM
Dangling Man ,and T,he Victim are novels with both
noticeable similarities and differences.

Both works study

the human confl·ict between self-direction and the naturalistic forces of.the universe.

The protagonist of each may

be termed nanti-hero, 11 a man both isolated and estranged, in
the physical-psychological-spiritual sense, from the everyday,
ordinary connnerce of his fellows, a man apprehensive in "an
exi·st.ence that seems to be beyond fius] control. n56
Dangling Man, Saul Bellow's first work, published in

1944, is the journal account of several months in. the life of
Joseph, ·aged 27, who has become, as the t'itle indicates, a
11

dangling :inan. 11

Joseph 1 s situation involves his induction

into the. armed services (the time is World War II).
Although he has been a resident of the United States for
eighteen years and now lives in Chicago, he is yet a citizen
of Canada; and while he has received his induction notice, as
an alien--albeit a friendly alien--he cannot be inducted
until he has been investigated: "a sort of bureaucI?atic comedy trimmed out in re·d tape, 1157 Joseph puts it.

But as his

56Robert R. Dutton, Saul Bellow (New York: Twayne
Publishers, Inc., 1971), P• 3$.
.
·
57saul Bellow, Dangling Man (New York: New American
Library, .1944), P• .a.

·journal reveals, the situation

I
for

\

Joseph is not at all

comici.
Joseph spends his .days in 11non-activ~ty 11 --eating,
reading the newspapers, creating errands for himself, thinking, and of course recording his thoughts in the journal.

He

is, in a sense, eager to go into the service, not because he
wishes ·to· .talce· part in the war effort, but so that he might
be removed ·from his dangling sta.te: it is difficult to malce

i

plans, to write seriously, to secure employment if one.is

j

I

'I

liable to be called into the military at any moment.

But the

situation with his draft board is not.the only cause for
Joseph's state of dangling.

..

It is e~ident from Joseph's

journal that his dangling originates within himself, within
his reactions to 'and uncertainties about the world and his

Victim~

work, is the third person account of Asa Leventhal, an editor
The primary plot of

~

Victim centers about Asa 1 s persecution by Kirby Allbee, a
drunken, degenerate, former acquaintance or Asa's who accuses
Asa of responsibility for his current state.

Allbee views

Asa as the cause of his loss of employment several years
earlier; since that time Allbee, who had apparently been
"going down hill" even before the loss.of .his job, continued.
to sink· into a state of near total degeneracy, ultimately
. I
.
.
..
.
.
losing not only job but wife, friends, and self-respect as
well.

i

!

j
. I

'
!

i
I

published in 1947 and Bellow 1 s second

of a small New York trade paper.

I

i
·1

I

life within the world.
The

.j

.According .to Allbee, Asa had at that time taken

'

. !
I
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offense at an ant'.i-Semitic remark he, Allbee, had made, and
proceeded to "get. back at•t him because of the remark.

Asa,

at first denying the accusation but later acknowledging that
he might have been.unconsciously, unintentionally guilty of
Allbee 1 s accusation, accepts the responsibility of boarding
Allbe·e for a·few days·and 'of trying to help him find employment~

A secondary plot ·of The Victim involves Asa 1 s relai

· · tionship with the family of his brother Max, who is working
in.Texas while his family remains in New York.

The younger

son has become seriously ill and Asa considers it his responsibility to answer his

sister~in-law 1 s

Ultimately the reader realizes

that~Asa

· ·j

l

call for assistance.
feels that he is his

,:

!,

brother's keeper--and that all humankind are one's brothers.
The.world of Joseph in Dangling Man and the world of
Joseph 1 s is a

Asa Leventhal in The Victim are not the same.
world in which he attempts

11

an examination of the meanings of

freedom, and the implications of them to the individual. 1158
In Joseph's world one finds, quite definitely, the opportunity,
indeed the necessity, for me.king choices,

Joseph must choose

either to relinquish his freedom or to remain in his freedom,
to "continue in his struggle toward a personal and individual integrity 1159 until the choice is no longer his to make.
He must decide

,whethe~

.to attempt to maintain a personal

'i
58 Dutton,.. P• 35.
59riutton, p • .35 ~
)

\
•

-

"
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freedom I or to rel'inquis.h his personal freedom, to join. voluntarily the regimentation of society, in this instance rep·resented by the ariny. · The world in which he "!"lill live and
cope is: Joseph.' s to choose himself.
an alternative.

Asa does not have such

Asa's world is one in which the "burden of

guilt and responsibility" is tested; Asa must cope, if he is
to cope, in the world of human contact, in the
11

environs 60. in which he finds himself,

11

i

social

Unlike Joseph, Asa

·''

'l

I

has no· othe_r world into which he might choose to go; Asa s
1

,f
I

choices about his brother 1 s family and about Kirby Allbee
must all be made within his given social context.
Both protagonists are, however, existentialistic in
nature; both, at any rate, do choose. 61 They may, by culture,

'

''

'

I
I

!
i

history, nature, ·even by chance, be forced into situations
which require their making decisions,· yet they do have the
hU111an

11

right 11 or

11

privilege 11 of choice.

And this right, this

privilege, this responsibility they accept: they make choices.
Asa and Joseph are perhaps.not aware that each is himself
.the one wh,o decides, ultimately, what his rate shall be,
what his life shall be,

Yet the important point is that

they do each decide, and in this deciding, in being capable
of choice as to what their actions shall be, each is.indeed
subangelic_ man. 62 ..

.

35.
35.
62
Dutt~n, PP• 47, 51.

60Dutton, P•
61 .
Dutton, P•
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THE SYMBOLS IN. DANGLING MAN AND THE VICTIM

Significant s)'lllbols in Dangling Man and The Victim
. appear to be . primarily in the form of image s)'lllbols.

A

major, frequently rectirring image s)'lllbol of both novels is
the prison.

The prison image is, of course, in keeping with

the theme of each novel: man entrapped and imprisoned,
al though temporarily, by his circumstances.

Joseph is

ensnared in his uncertain, dangling state by the workings
of draft board bureauacracy; Asa is entrapped by Allbee 1 s
accusations and demands; each is, for a time at least, a
prisoner of himself.
Indeed both

Josep~

and Asa identify for themselves

prison images in their own worlds.

To Joseph the rooming-

house room in which he and his wife live is a prison, a place
in which he finds himself
which he rarely leaves.

11

alone ten hours. a day, 11 63 a place

In his report of his daily regimen

Joseph shows a recognition of his prisoner status.

He leaves

his room for meals daily at 8:30, 1:00, and 6:00, spends each
morning sitting in a rocking chair reading the morning
paper--"! cover.it from end to end, ritualistically, missing
not a word 11 64--f~bricates an errand for himself or occa-.
sionally goes on an errand for his wife.

He does attempt to

maintain a contact, although an impersonal contact, with the

\

'

.63Bellow, Dangling Man, P• 8 •
. 64Bell~~· Dangling Man, p. 11.

I
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remainder· of society thro.ugh his newspaper end his radio.
Yet he recogni.zes in his prisoner existence a futility,· a
uselessness~

"Three o 1 clock end nothing has happened to roe;

three o'clock; end the ·dark is alre~dy sett.ing in 11 65--a
symbolic dark as well as a literal one, representing the
state of Joseph's mind as he tries to establish his personal
freedom.·

,, -

Joseph. finds as well another, a greater, a more allpervasi ve kind.of prison, a prison of his own life forces, a
prison of the spirit.

"My perspectives end. in the walls. ·

<

··1

•'

Nothing of the.future comes to.me," he writes in his journal.
"Some men seem to know exactly where their opportunities lie;
they break prisons and cross whole Siberias tp pursue them.
One room holds roe. 1166 One room holds. his spirit, He is
unable to continue work on a series or biographical essays on
the Enlightenment philosophers; he is unable to read,
although his wife continues to bring home new books.

He

experiences ·an impotence or the spirit--an imprisornnent of
his soul as well as. a physical "imprisonment" in his room.
This imprisonment of self is in turn the source of
Joseph 1 s failure to make productive use of his freedom.
Joseph recognizes his failure when he says, "I am unwilling
to admit that I do not know how to use my freedom • • • ,67

. Dangling Man,
. 65Bellow,
P• 11 •
66Bellow, Dangling Man, P• 61.
"67Bellow, Dangling Map, P• 9.

)

\
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and, "If· I were .a little less obstinate,· I would confess
failure and sa.y that I do not know what to do with my
freedom. 11 68 . Joseph 1 s final acquiescence to defeat,. to
failure, is--his request, reported toward the end of the jour-

..

nal, to be inducted into the army "at the earliest possible
moment. 11 69
1

Finally, as Malin points out, Joseph's nightmares, in
which he envisions tombs and corpses,. represent

11

the 'tomb

i""
J

1

i

•;

or his present·existence • • • suggestgn~ that Joseph is in
He11. 11 1°

.

· But J0 ~eph does resist, does 11put )up a fight"

against hi_s spiritual bell just as he puts up a fight against
his physical separateness.

'I
J.

'

: ·1

He sees a form of resistance in

Goethe 1 s philosophy, whi.ch he describes:
. ''

Continued life means expectation. Death is the
abolition of choice. The more choice is limited, the
closer we are to death. The greatest cruelty is to
curtail expectations without taking away life completely • • ~ • The best solution would be to live
as .if the ordinary expectations had riot been removed,
not from day to day, blindly. But that requires
immense self-mastery.71
Joseph's defense against his hell is to continue to
maintain expectations, to continue in his right to choose the
world in which he 'will function, although he perhaps is not
at all t·imes aware that he has this choice.
•..
I
68Bellow, Dangling Man, P• 100.
69Beil.ow, Dangling Man, P• 122.

'\

70Irving Malin, "seven !.mnges, 11 Saul BUllow and the
Critics, ed. Irving Malin (New York: New York niversity
Press, 1967), P• 154.
·, 71 Bellow, Dangling Man, P• 98.
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.The Victim identifies prisons as well. .Physical
prisons are imagined when, at.the novel's beginning, Asa is ·
. seen struggling.out of a train after almost missimg his stop;
11

imprisoned 11 in the train until the next stop,
2 This •
but manages
'to . force his· w.ay free by sheer will. 7
.
.
incident·serves.-as both a retrospective view of Asa's earlier·
he is almost

'

life and a premonition of his near future.

Later while on a

' 1'

I

ferry to Staten Island to visit his sister-in-law e.nd nephews;
one of·whom is seriously ill, Asa imagines the scene in the
·engine room, a kind of under-water prison:73
It was terrible, he imagined, on a day like
this, the men nearly naked in the shaft alley as
· the huge thing rolled in a sweat of oil, ·the engines
·laboring. Each turn must be like a repeated strain
on the heart and ribs of #he wipers, there near the
keel, beneath the water.7~

'

I

~
·1

.

j

cj

j
I

.j

I

These prisons are, according to Malin, representative
of Asa's mind; Asa

11

will not gain his freedom--his mind is a

·•box·' whlch holds ambivalent attitudes n75 about responsibility, about futility, about 11who runs things • • • • 1176
Asa 1 a youth and early manhood are seen as having
been a prison for Asa's. soul and spirit.
confidence, working at jobs devoid of

11

Homeless, lacking

future,

11

he had come

7 2Malin, PP• 154-155.
73Mti.J.in, P• 155.
74Sau1 Bellow, The Victim (New York: New .American
Library, 1947), p. 52.
75Malin, P• 155.
76Bellow~ Tb.e Victim. P•

256.
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to feel himself' helpless,·without power to overcome his
.situation.

Several years later, after having resigned a

civil service post in Baltimore after the breaking of his
first ertgagement t~ Mary. (now his wife), Asa began again to
search for employment, hoping to secure a job in the trade
publication field.

Arid again, with refusal after ref'usal of

employment,_ rejection after rejection, Asa returned to his
state of insecui·ity.

This time, however, this insecurity

manifested it.self in outward defensiveness and bellicosity,
in most instances directed toward whoever was conducting the
interview; and although he realized "that he was after all
def'eating his own P,U:rpose • • • , 11 77 Asa, imprisoned by his.

own

impotent reactions to his negative situation, cannot

bring himself to behave otherwise.

Also imprisoning Asa· is

another aspect of his personal past: his mother's mental
illness.

Asa fears in others and particularly in himself

any sign of mental distraction, any sign of loss of mental
control.

Awareness of the danger of the imprisoning power

of mental distraction creates another kind of prison for Asa.
Even Asa's apartment, now that his wife is away·ror
several weeks, takes·on an aspect of the prison, with "the
staircase narrow and full of turns 11 ; 78 with the curtains
motionless before an open window; with his feeling that the
rooms contained mice; .with the feeling that he was threatened

_77Bellow,· The Victim, P• 25.
78Bellow, The Victim, .p. 28.

•'·,
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by something while he slept. ·11 79

Asa 1 s entire physical envi-

rorunent, as we.ll as hi.a past, reflects his impending imprisonment by Allbe_e or by. self.
And what. oi Kirby Allbee, this strange figure from
Asa 1 s ·'1past 11 (Allb.ee would certainly phrase it this way 1
although not Asa), this fi.gure who possesses such a hold on
Asa?

Allbee 1s accusation that Asa deliberately caused him

to 19se his job for purposes of revenge; Asa's acceptance of
the possibility that he might have been, al though not
intentionally the cause of Allbee 1 s losing his job, indeed

responsible, to be his brother's keeper not only to his· real
brother Max.but to Allbee and indeed ultimately to all man-

prisons~

Yet these prisons, and his

c~oosing

of

to place them

about himself, are as well th~ strongest indications of Asa's
humanness.
The image symbol weather, the daily, hourly f'unctionings of the seasons,
.
. has been for man a constant indication of the natural presence, an all-pervasive element of
nature affecting man and nearly all his endeavors.

The

weather. image may be viewed as both affecting man and
reflecting man's condition.

This weather image is both

affective and reflective in The Victim while it is primarily reflective in Dangling Man.
The setting of the greater part of Dangling Man is

.79Bello~, The Victim,

P•) 30.

\
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inadvertently responsible; and Asa's human choice to be

kind are the attitudes which create for Asa the strongest

'

·.:
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winter~

both a physical win tor and a wintor for. Joseph's

spirit·..

Joseph· seems to make little conscious effort to

avoid contact with winter weather; he must go abroad if he
1

is to rb~ove hi~self from his prison room.

I

He does on one

I

miss lunch in order to avoid getting his f'eet wet,

occa~ion

but on other 9ccasions he describes "a sharp wind outside;

i
'

'i'
I
l

the

low and raw in a field of coarse clouds • • • the

sun~

street • • • blown dry • , , creased and with thin sidelocks
of snow, all but desertea, 11 80

Following an argument with his

.j'

.·,

I
I

w_ife) Joseph storms out.side into the street; there "the

I

II'

intense cold of_ the past wee~_had lifted[anq fog had succeeded

_..!.

it, rising in spongy gray blooms from the soaked walks,
1181 This
hovering in the yards and over the hollows
0

•

•

•

cold, wintry, oppressive weather is indeed reflective of
Joseph's depression, his aimless searching for a "self-constructive" means by which to spend his freedom.

Joseph,

aware and sensitive, recognizes this association with the
natural·phenomena.

"A dark, burdensome day. I stormed up
from sleep, not knowing what to do first, 1182 he writes, and

later, in acute self-perception, "The cold is part of the
general malignancy.

I think of its fitness, as the war news

comes in.

You are bound to respect such a winter for its
118
unmitigated
.
,.
. wintriness. 3 ·Joseph does not shun this natural
. 80Bellow,

Danglin~

Man, P• 16.

81 Bellow, Dangling Man,
P• 63.
.82Bellow, Dangling Man, P• 21.
8 3Bellow Dangling Man,
98~
'

-,

'

P•
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-state in, which he can identify something of himself, some~hing

of mankind. -, Continuinr;, he quotes King Lear: "'I tax

not you,,you elements, with unkindness,
invites their 1 h~rrible pleasure.

1

1

Loar yells.

I

He

1

·He is quite right, too. n 84

I

.lI

The.winter.outdoors, as a physical element and as represen-

II

tative of., . .his.human
state, is preferable to the imprisonment
.
··-·
of his ,room •. Here he can at least, in a sense, choose to
meet himself in a

searchin~_confrontation.

For Asa Leventhal of The Victim weather is primarily
a neg,ative, ·oppressive, burdensome force.

The opening paragraph describes a New York "as hot as- Bangkok, 118 .5 a place
of burdensome forces:
I

The whole continent seems to have moved from its
place and slid nearer the equator., the bitter gray
Atlantic to have become green and tropical, and the
people, thronging the streets, barbaric fellahin
among the stupendous monuments of their mystery, the
lights of ·which, a dazing profusionA climb upward
endlessly into the h~at of the sky.06-

'

.I

:' ., ·'..,i

I'

'

'

This is the setting in which we· first encounter Asa,

,.

as he returns from answering the summons of his sister-in-law
Elena, who had called to· request Asa 1 s assistance with her
small son Mickey, who, is quite ill.

Earlier, on his way to

Elena 1 s he encounters a cleansing thunderstorm, but then in
the subway "the air was muggy; his face grew damp.

The

blades 0£ the fan turned so slowly in the gloomy yellow
"'

84Bellow 1 Dangling Man,
'

'

8.5Bellow~ The Victim,

'

R·' 98.\

P• 11 •

86
.
, · Belloli'., The Victim, ,p. 11 •
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light that he could ·count the revolutions. 11 87 Asa finds
Mickey 1 s sick room ·"hot, .shadowy, close. 1188 These same images
recur with each instance in

wh~ch

...

i

Asa is seen involved in the

. I
I

problems .of his brother 1 s child 1 s illness.

Heat, damp,

1.

sticky air, and oppressiveness contribute to Asa's general

.,

state of impatience and reflect his feeling of helplessness
in the si tua~ion with. Mickey (a

seriou~J;y

'

ill child, a mother

·/ ,

who refuses to· admit.him to the hospital, a grandmother who
i

encourages his mother 1 s re~usali.

'

·I

!

Asa 1 s situation with Allbee is seen in much the same

j

imagery; an

un,bearable~

. ,i

stifling. oppressive heat represents

the stifling, oppressive control which Allbee exerts over

'
''

r

!

d

" l

Asa.

i

'

For Asa the weather image seems at nearly all times

;

: . J

'

!
I

,

a negative one.

This is not the situation for Joseph, however.

I

!·-.l.
I

!

Not only does Joseph refuse to view nature as totally negative, he experiences positive reactions to nature.

'I

'

At the
j
I'

Iva his wife., he awakens her so that they might share a

1
'

..,!

sunset together:
We had an enormous sunset, a smashing of gaudy
colors, apocalyptic reds and purples such as must
have appeared on the punished bodies of great saints,
blues heavy and rich.Cl9 ..

l

i

close of a day on which he has felt particularly close to

I

:!
I

.'

t
I

'

I

f

I
I

i
· 87Bellow, The Victim, P• 13.
88Bellow, The Victim, P• 17.
89Bellow,·Dangling Man, P• 82.
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Yet Joseph obviously sees martyr symbols in the
setting

sun~

and the implication may be assumed that he, of
.'

course, identifi.os with these great saints in their martyrdom.
Joseph, who continU:es to find it increasingly difficult to
maintain his individuality, his personal freedom, and his
sense of self, sees in the oppressions of society the makings
of the
others;.

for~es

of·martyrdom for himself as well as for all

An important .Point, however, is that a martyr,

whether he oe one of the great saints, or Joseph a martyr to
society in his search for personal freedom, or Asa a martyr

.,'

to Allbee, is a martyr by choice, a martyr because he chooses
to place himself in a situation in which he becomes a martyr.
Joseph chooses to remain or not to remain a searcher for a
nersonal
freedom;
Asa chooses to be responsible for Mickey
...
and for Allbee.

As long as man can choose, man is human.

This aspect of choice is perhaps the most.important positive
implication of the sunset scene.

'

'

•I

As Joseph progresses toward·the point of decision to
"collectivize, 11 90 his seeming sense of relief appears to
reflect itself in tho approaching spring: " • • • · spring
begins on Sunday.

I always experience a rush of feeling on

the twenty-first or· March.
agaihl1 11 91

'Thank heavens, I 1ve made it

But later descriptions of weather seem to indi-

cate a "wavering" or a regr.et at. the imminent decision to
90Dutton, p. 35.
.
.
1
9 Bellow, Dangling Man, P• 113.

i

'

.'

I
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collectivize: "It was a slaty, windy day with specks of snow
sliding·through the trees. 11 9 2 Later in the week, however, a
morning. which. "began dull and numb 11 later "brightened miraculously. 119 3 Later in this same day Joseph returns from a

l

walk:·

...

The room •• ·• was as full of this yellow l£iunlight) as an egg is of yolk. In honor of the t~ans
formation in the weather, I decided to clean up for
supper and, as I stood changing my shirt in the
.unaccustomed brilliance of the mirror, I observed
new folds near my mouth and, around my eyes and the
root of my nO.se, ·marks that had not been there a
year before • • • • I shrugged· them off as inevitable, the price of experience, an outlay that had
better be made ungrudgingly, since it was bound in
any case to be collected.94
· While this erratic weather is symptomatic of Joseph 1 a
reluctance to accept his decision to collectivize as right,
there are indications of his coming reconciliation with his
decision.

Thus. as Joseph tries to be a sort of Renaissance.

man, attempting "to strike a balance between what he wants
and what he is compelled to do, between the necessity and
the wish, 11 95 he often consciously reflects the Renaissance
tradition of the natural phenomenon of weather reflecting.the
natural phenomenon of the state of man's soul and spirit.
The color image, often appearing in the description
of weather, appears primarily asl a negative image, either

~ 2Bellow, Dangling

Man, p. 113.

93Bellow, Dangling Man, P• 114.

.'

94Bello~, Dangling Man, P• 115.
95Bellow, Dangling Man, P• 121.
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1

through tradition or as a .result of the.context in which
it appears.
Victim,

This

si~uation

is most certainly found in' The

I

·In tho siµne situations in which negative prison

I

•
·!

images
and
negative
weather images occur are found repeat... ' .
.

J

edly· the same color images,

•j
.!

Greens, blacks, blues, browns,

reds abound: a ·"green and tropical" Atlantic;96 black doors;
. '

.

-

.

•

-

-

I

.j
.f.

.

I

black air;.glass-blue.sUllllller ail'; the black hair and·eyes

'

I

of' Elena, whom Asa. fears to be ·"distracted" and too excitable;
factories brown and .red i.n the sunset light of' a. too-warm

· 1

smnmor evening; "the hot green netting o:r the bridges. 11 97

.J·1

Situations in which Asa is confronted by Allbee contain these
negative color images as well.

The fountain in the park in

.

which they first meet f'lows with a "green.leaden glint 11 ;98
Allbee 's eyes are a

11

green and leaden color 11 99 and later a

·brooding blue. · Asa imagines a physical closeness with.
Allbee.in which he can see "the color of the blood in his
ear. 11 100 .Mickey's grandmother, Elena's mother, presents

.

"

totally an aur·a. of black in her dress, in her physical features, and in her attitude, as Asa imagines it, of displeasure
and disgrace at her daughter's having married a Jew.

These

color symbols, negative by tradi.tion or by context. are

96Bellow, The Victim, P• 11 •
97Bellow, The Victim,

p~

40.

.98Bellow, The Victim, P• 31.
. 99Bellow, The Victim, P• 35.
.1 00Bellow, The Victim, P• 99.
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much in keeping with Asa's feeling of entPapment, helplessness, and futility in handling the situations with his sick
nephew and with Allbee: black representing doom, evil, . death,
and fear; brown standing as a less intense and somewhat runbig,.

uous form of this doom, evil, death, and fear; green repre\

senting in' some contexts growth or fertility but in other
contexts.

represe~ting

death or lividness; blue representing

.•,

perhaps a dark, stormy sea (image of the "voyage of life"),
perhaps innocence (Asa's innocence in the face of Allbee's

i

)

accusations); and red representing emotion, fire, passion,

•1
I

1

death wound~, and blood.101

I

These color images are represen-·

tative of Asa's unawareness of his human potential for self-

'.lI

. 1

i

determination: as the retreating, darker colors from the
group above represent "passivity and debilitation, 11102 so
does Asa believe himself to be unable to control and to influence his situation.
J?seph

t~e

.,I
!
. i
• 1

i

, I

dangling man also records color images.

·1I

i

His is a physical world of blacks and ·grays, of brown leaves
and

dir~y

"l

'

I

snow, colors fitting for the world of one who

I

'~

feels increasingly that he cannot maintain a personal f'reedGJll.

''

against a world which emphasizes and favors the collective
societye

.

Even as Joseph experiences personal relief upon
making a definite decision to join this collective· society,

101Cirlot, PP• 50-$2.
102Cirlot, p. 50.

..

'
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as represented by the positive reaction he experiences to
the colors of a late winter sunset, and even as he experiencos a feeling of enlightenment while standing in a yellow

1
I

sunlight-filled ~oom (with yellow representing intuition or
illumination10 3), Asa's world tends to become filled with
soft reds kd yellows,. positive colors, 104 at the time of

I

his finJ1 decision to rid himself of Allbee because Allbee

.1
.,'

will not permit himself to be helped, and later at a time in

'

i

"

which Asa 1 s "consciousness of an unremitting daily fight • • •
was faip.ter and less troubling," at a time in which he had
"lost the feeling that he had, as he used to say,
with it,

1

his guilty

~ense

1

got away

of relief and the accompanying

J :

sense of infringement. 11 10.5
Jn keeping with the negative red color image, in a

few instances in Dangling Man and The Victim there appears
the blood image.

The major instance of the blood image in

.,

The Victim occurs during the first confrontation between

1

Asa and Allbee in the following conversation:

!
I

"I haven't thought
Asa told· Allbee, 11 and
care whether you exist
"By blood? No, no

j

. '
11

about you in years, frankiy,
I don't know why you think I
or not. What, are we related?"
• • • heavens 111 Allbee laughed. 1O6

The irony of this conversation is heightened in a

103cirlot, P~· .51-.52.
10
. .4cirlot., p. 50.
10.5Bellow, The Victim, P• 248.
106Bellow, The Victim, P• 34.
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later conversation at the time when Allbee and Asa's brother,
:Max, are introduced by Asa.

"Your brother? ·I didn't lmow

you had one,nAllbee says.

"Only one," is Asa's reply.10'(

This, of course, is not true for Asa.

Asa considers anything

less.than being one's brother's keeper to be less than human;
and Asa, as witnessed particularly in his acceptance of responsibility for a hand in creating Allbee 1 s current state, con·siders himself to have more than one brother.

This brother

relationship Allbee seems to recognize in his answer that he
and Asa are not related

11

by blood."

The difference, however,

is of course that Asa tends to view the brother's keeper
philosophy in terms of his responsibility to other men, while
Allbee

~iews

this philosophy in terms of other men's respon-

sibility to him.
For Joseph in Dangling Man blood images are not so
positive.

He has taken a blood test as a part of his induc-

tion process (a process both creating and representative of
his personal conflict).

While helping to nurse his father-

in-law, Almstadt, who is ill, Joseph encounters
tive reaction on

t~e

sub~le

nega-

pert of his mother-in-law to his state

of inactivity (he had resigned his job upon receiving his ·
first induction notice and has not sought another).

Shortly

a.fter this "incident". (which Joseph has prevented from
becoming an argument by making no

response)~

he goes to the

kitchen of the Almstadt home where he encounters a partially

107Bellow, The Victim, PP• 205-206.
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cleaned chicken

11

which .raveled
over the sopping
.
. draining
board.and splattered the enamel with blood. 11 108 Later when
he happens upon a former friend from his Communist party days
(a much younger· Jo.seph had, as he achnits, been a Connnunist)
w~o

considers Joseph to have

11

sold out" upon leav-?-ng Com-

munism, Joseph defends his action by accusing the man of
ad~1erin~ ~o

a useless, out-dated philosophy:

11

I know his

mind . • •.• •. the
to the
'
. rest have compromised themselves
.
ears, but ho still b.elieves in the revolution. Blood will
run,. the power will change hands. • • • 11109
In all instances tho.blood image appears for Joseph
as a negative image, one related to his existence in his
state of uncertainty, related tb ideas and philosophies which
have failed him irrhis search for freedom.

For Asa Leventhal

the blood image is. ambiguous, relating
to his\ feeling and
.

,/

belief of responsibiiity to others, which ·is at once his prison
and his humanity.
Finally, in both Dangling Man and The Victim there
appears the.image of light: sunlight, lamplight, and streetlight.

The scene of an unpleasant evening for Joseph in the

home of his rather wealthy and self-important brother is one
in which "a weak lamp, burr:{31 in one corner • • • (witlil one
band. Of. light CrOSSrL~gj the CUrtain [ancjJ the rest Of the
room·.

..

11110
• nearly dark.

108Bellow
.

..

.

.~

~

On a winter afternoon which is :

Dangling Man, P• 17.

109Bellow, Dangling Man, P• 24 •.
11-0Bellow, Dangling Man, P• 44.

·:
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to. Jos9ph wonderful and beautiful, Joseph reports the scenci
outside ond tben its effect upon the ·indoor scene: "The
_light gave an air of innocence to some of the common objects
in ·the i-oom. -" 1 11 Joseph 1 s realization that new wrinkles in
his face are "inevitable, the price of experien·ce .• , ,

, 1111 2

takes J?lace. in a room filled with warm yellow sunlight.

And

Joseph 1 s final decision concerning his personal freedom and
his resistance to "collectivizing" comes as he walks in the
rain out of a dark street toward "the static shower of lights
I

in the street ahead, 11 113

I

He muses, "I believe I had lmown

',I

for some time that the moment I had been waiting for had come,
and that it.was impossible to resist any longer.
myself up. 11 1~4

I must give

And Joseph directs his steps toward the draft

board office:

··

Asa Leventhal also experiences moments of illumination or awareness which are accompanied-by images of light.
A lamp rather than sunlight illuminates the apartment of
Elena, Asa 1 s sister-in-law, when he visits her sick child;·
and later, as the child is being taken to

a hospital,

Asa

observes "the b0y 1 s eyes with the ·light of the l!;ax:Q meter on
them. 1111 5 Scenes between Asa ond Allbee are accompanied by

44
yollowed lamps gathering insects, dimly-lighted roorns, and
a la.mp shining.in tho gray and blue air.
In those. scenes illumination does occur for the pro-

tagonists.
t~e

1

Joseph realizes and ''ven a·ccepts the distance and

difference between his brother and himself •.. The
. ·,.

11

air of

innocence
a: sunny
- -,
. 11 "!;hat·
.
. winter afternoon givoi:i. to his room
.,

~"

-

is in marked cont·rast to his vision before and after that
·this room.is a prison.

And his realization that changing

physical appearance.is inevitable and

that~

has no choice

but to choose to "collectivize" are not realizations which

.

he· enjoys reaching.

Asa's awareness of "hopeless" situations

with both. his nephew .Mickey and wi:th Kirby Allbee cannot be
pleasant realizations.
Yet as negative as these revelations and

realization~

are to Joseph and to Asa,. they are at the very least revelations, illuminations, perceptions.

And in this self-

knowledge may Asa and Joseph be able to find saving virtue
for thernselves. ·As Girlot states,

11

•••

to become illu-

minated is to becorne aware of a source of light, and, in
consequence, of spiritual strength. 11 11 6

116cirlot, P• 179.
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Chapter 4

..

CONCLUSIONS

I

I
j'

I

i

l

The· foregoing study produces three major conclusions.·
First, signifioa.nt symbols in both Dangling Man and The
Victim appear a.s image symbols rather than a.a object symbols.
Secoond, the majority of.symbols in both novels a.re negative
rather than. positive in tone, in keeping with the critical
evaluation that

~ellow 1 s

protagonists find themselves beset

by conflicts and oppression from their culture, their personal history, and the self.

An exception to the occurrence

of these negative-toned symbols is the appearance of positive symbols in terms of the protagonist's self-enlightenment and awareness; ·t_he protagonist, beset by these
conflicts, becomes truly human when he reaches a point of
decision-making, whether he realizes or not that he is fulfilling his human ?otential of self-direction through the
choices he makes.

Third, major symbols in both.novels occur,

for the most part, in the form of "natural 11 rather than
"artificial" or man-made image.a.
· !The major symbols appearing in Dangling Man and
The Victim--the prison, weather, color, blood, and light-are image symbols •. These symbols appear not as objects but
as groupings of. objects, events, situations, or conditions.

45

i
!
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!.ndividual, isolated objects do not appear as major symbols
in eit):i.er work.
The majority of symbols appearing in Dangling Man
and The Victim are negative in tone.
appears_ as

a

I

·'
i

The prison image

I

reflection of their mental, spiritual, and
.!

psyohological confinem.ent.for both Joseph and Asa.

Joseph is

physically "imprisoned" by his room and by his routine.

Asa

imagines.prisons in.his physical world: a train, a ferry, his
apartment.

..

joseph and Asa also find themselves symbolically

(psychologically, spiritually, and mentally) imprisoned.
Joseph is imprisoned in his search for a personal freedom
and in his inability to maintain this personal freedom.

Asa

is imprisoned in his entrapment by his personal past and by
Allbee 1 s accusations.

Neither Joseph nor Asa realizes that

he does control his own situation through his decisionmaking.
Weather presents for Joseph the physical cold of
winter,_ for As.a· the oppressive heat of sunnner.

'.

This· cold

weather is. reflective of the depression into which Joseph
1

falls as he remains in his state of uncertainty and indecision.

This oppressive heat is reflective of the oppression

which Asa feels as he attempts to cope with the illness of
his nephew Mickey and with Allbee.

This failure of Joseph

and of Asa to recognize their human potential for self-determination is reflected in the weather images.
Major color images, particularly blacks, b1ues,·greens,
and browns,. are negative, either from. traditional meaning or

'

47
from the context·· in which. they occur.

These color images

appear for Joseph and for Asa in descriptions of situations
'which for them a.re. negative, primarily because .they do not
recognize that they are in control of these situations:
Joseph seeks.to. maintain his ,personal freedom; Asa seeks to
·.

fUJ.fill his responsibility
to his nephew and to resolve his
.
'

conflict with Allbee.

Both Joseph and Asa function without
'

recognizing their capacity for self-determination.

The blood image is, for Joseph particularly, a negative image.

This image appears for him as both the ca.use and

the result of his state of indecisiveness.

This blood image

relates directly to his indecisive state in terms of a blood
teat which is a part

~r

the process of his induction into

the service and indirectly to tpis state as a description of
a political and personal philosophy in which he ha.a not been
· able to find a means to personal freedom.·· For Asa the blood
image is ambiguous, relating both positively and negatively
to his blood-relationship with his sick nephew and to his
non-blood relationship to Allbee.

Both of these relationshii:e

create for Asa unpleasant and troublesome responsibilities;
but Asa's .acceptance. of these responsibilities is for him not
only an instance of imprisonment but an indication of his
humanity.

Y~t

Asa, as Joseph, is not aware or his

responai~

bility for controlling these situations.
other positive images occur in both Dangling Man and
The Victim.

Both we.ather and color images appear in a posi-

tive context in terms of Joseph's recognition and acceptance

'!

1~8

of the limitations: which are placed upon the personal free'

dom of !lI?- individual.

I

Positive color· imagos are seen for.

'!

Asa in terms of actions which he ta.lees in order to resolve

'I

his. conflict: with Allbee.

.

j

'

'

For both prot.agonists the image of light represents

..

a positive situat.ion of awareness, self-understanding, and
illumination.

Again, however, neither Joseph nor Asa recog-

.,'

l_lizes that these positiv.e. color and light images also relate

.l

to· the.ir decisions to control their situations.
Tho major symbols appearing in

Danglin~

Man and

~

Victim are, for the most part, "natural 11 and not "artificial 11
images.

:

.,
'

Weather, colorg and blood each are naturally occur-

ing images, not dependent upon man for their existence.

The

prison· image is presented as an artificial or man-made image,
w~le

the

~age ~f.light

\.

is presented as both natural and

artificial.

,.
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